
MIT CLEAN ENERGY BUSINESS PLAN COMPETITION

The MIT Clean Energy Prize (CEP) is a multi-stage, student-organized business plan competition. CEP's goal is to
accelerate clean energy entrepreneurship.

Changes in elevation are anticipated and recognized using an on-board computer and proprietary software
designed in-house. Open to students at any U. Rather, it is designed to assist the truck as it goes up and down
hills along the road. Failing to account for the strength or weakness of each individual PV cell, these also only
restore roughly half of lost power. Healy standing in front of the Hyliion prototype, while showing its intended
place on a trailer model. Lott The Hyliion team built their prototype at an off-campus workshop near Carnegie
Mellon and maintain all rights to its patent-pending technology. People wanted to get rid of them, but we
found a way to leverage them. Judges and mentors also provided multiple rounds of feedback for the teams as
they progressed through three days of business plan pitch evaluations. And we have a solution. Specifically,
the diesel engine and the electric motor are maintained in two separate parts of the rig and are not directly
connected. Healy found his love for race car driving when he was just nine years old and, with competitions
around the country, he became quickly used to following wheelers full of racing gear down long highways.
OptiBit MIT, University of California-Berkeley, and University of Colorado-Boulder â€” students from across
these three universities have developed a way for data centers to save energy by 1 bringing the high bandwidth
and energy efficiency of fiber optics to computer chips and 2 using a drop-in phototonics hardware solution
with 10 times more throughput, two times lower latency, and 95 percent less energy use than the current
copper-based technology. The system is installed on the rear axel of the trailer and also includes a drag
reduction plate. The idea is that providing power balance for individual PV cells â€” instead of for an entire
panel â€” allows for finer tuning of power optimization. Stove, solar, and recycling solutions Taking home the
infrastructure and resources prize was another MIT team, uLink, which developed a low-cost power
conversion and routing device that plugs into solar panels to power electronic devices, enabling a
pay-as-you-go electricity system for people off the grid. Each of these teams has previously won a regional
business plan competition in order to advance to the June 24 finals. So far, the team has built a prototype,
which was trialed successfully, and earned a best technical presentation award at the Applied Power
Electronics Conference and Exposition, co-sponsored by IEEE and the Power Sources Manufacturers
Association. Photo Credit: Melissa C. Furthermore, the electric motor is not used directly for propulsion. Solar
panels on residential rooftops that are partially shaded by clouds or trees sacrifice as much as 30 percent of
their energy potential over a year. Winner: Western Midwest Region â€”CU Energy Competition Regional
Championships run by University of Colorado-Boulder Axiom Exergy Stanford University â€” these students
have developed a way to reduce the electricity demand from supermarkets during peak hours by shifting the
bulk of refrigeration-related energy usage to cheaper off-peak hours using the Refrigeration BatteryTM. By ,
the team aims to complete in-lab testing and pilot their technology in outdoor solar systems. Their plan is to
initially focus on the toy, greeting card, and promotional products space with the goal of eventually
transforming the ink industry as a whole. Winning in renewable energy and also an Audience Choice Award
was ThermoVolt, which turns solar cells into cogeneration systems. Their plug-and-play solution could
improve safety while decreasing fuel consumption by approximately 10 percent. Today, their team includes
another seven CMU students and a group of strategic advisors that includes electric vehicle experts, truck and
fleet owners, entrepreneurs, and an astronaut. Sun exposure to solar panels produces about 0. Winner: Eastern
Midwest Region â€” Clean Energy Challenge run by the Clean Energy Trust Hyliion Carnegie Mellon
University â€” this student team has developed an add-on hybrid module for tractor-trailers that captures
otherwise wasted energy to reduce fuel consumption by 30 percent. Through their work within the Center,
they hope their technology will be put to use in Asia and Africa. With the prize money, the team â€” including
students from MIT, the California Institute of Technology, and Stanford University â€” aims to further
develop the technology and launch the company. Tata fellows at uLink also awarded.


